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The painting contains the full spectrum of colors, emphasizing red as the strongest and most provocative color. This reminds
us of blood, describing pain and the memory of victims of the 1992-1995 war in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). The painting
can be viewed as a puzzle with its symbolic meaning referencing death, the people disappeared during the war, and division
among people after the war.

In the lower corner of the painting, you can recognize the face of a man who is looking at another human face, which is
screaming. This refers to the different generations, the older people who survived war and their children who are suffering
from traces of the divisions that remain among the ethnic groups who make up the population of BiH. There is no united
language between the generations, and they do not understand one another.

Through this project, I had the opportunity to take part in great discussions among young people who survived the war in BiH
and young people from different parts of the world who were hearing about facts of the war and the current situation in the
country for the first time. In addition, engaging with a war survivor who is now dedicating his life to sharing his story through
his documentary film was of extreme value for me. Why? As a Bosnian citizen, for years I have watched, heard and known
what my country and family have experienced. They have yet to achieve justice, which has prevented real peace from being
established. Without peace, there is no harmony, hence no broad view of life, the world, and humanity. Therefore, it was a
pleasure to be a participant in such a project through which I could observe the situation of my country from different
perspectives - talking with survivors of the war, victims, citizens of Prijedor, researchers, economists, leaders, young activists,
strangers. It gave me the opportunity to talk about it, and to think about it for the moment.

This painting serves as the product of my conclusion: I think that the situation in BiH remains unstable, but young adults are
here to match the puzzle and to color it in the same tone, resulting one day in harmonically combined colored pictures of
themselves.

- Berina Verlašević (Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina)
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2014 was the first year of the Project on Peacebuilding, building on last year’s

Most Mira – Humanity in Action International Exchange. We were a group of 11

people: four Bosnians and seven international participants. Six of us were

Humanity in Action (HiA) Senior Fellows. We arrived in Bosnia and Herzegovina

just weeks after floodwaters threatened to wipe away parts of the country still

struggling to heal wounds of war that are now two decades deep. As part of the

Project on Peacebuilding (PoP), the brain-child of Senior Fellows Nick Micinski

and Janine White, we came to Prijedor to learn about arts and activism in

Republika Srpska.

The term “peacebuilding” is a wide umbrella. For us, the week was about action,

as we assisted in flood relief efforts, as well as peace through storytelling and

commemoration. The stories of what happened in Prijedor and the surrounding

area two decades ago provided the foundation for our workshop.

Prijedor is an important place because of what happened there and what issues

persist. In spring 1992, the city was taken over by Bosnian Serb nationalists

and systematically rounded up the Bosniaks in the community and taken to

camps. The Prijedor region is home to many mass graves and more indicted

war criminals than any other region of the world, yet people outside of the

region do not know about the tragedies that occurred. Most internationals have

heard of Srebrenica, the bridge in Mostar, or the siege of Sarajevo but few

know about the detention camps in Omarska, Trnopolje, or Keraterm. We

located the Project on Peacebuilding in Prijedor to focus specifically on local

issues that are often overlooked by considering the wider region and conflict.

Most Mira, one of the PoP partner organizations, is a peacebuilding NGO that

works with youth through the arts, founded by Kemal Pervanić. Our week was

grounded in Kemal’s personal narrative. We were based in Kevljani, 20 minutes

outside the city of Prijedor, where Kemal hosted us in his home. Through

Kemal’s stories of war and encampment we were able to get a fuller

understanding of how the war destroyed the town, and how people are fighting

to recover. On page 13 you can learn about the documentary film Kemal has

made about Kevljani so that more people can hear the stories of the

community’s revival.

Introduction
Bosnia and Herzegovina
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On the Saturday before the program, Anna Nelson-Daniel

marched in White Armband Day, a commemoration and

demonstration calling for the Prijedor municipality to

memorialize the 102 children killed there during the war. So

far, efforts to erect a monument in their honor have been

ignored by the city. But on page 11 Anna uses a ceramic art

installation in London to ask what righting this wrong might

look like in Prijedor.

In an effort to understand activism in Prijedor, we focused

heavily on the role of art. We learned how Most Mira brought

together a multi-ethnic group of children in the common

goal of performing A Midsummer Night’s Dream in 2013. And

we visited an arts collective in Kozara National Park (see

their art on pages 18 and 20) to get a glimpse of how artists

can communicate stories of struggle and resistance better

through sculpture and murals than most people can with

words. Karina Goulordava reflects on this on page 19.

The following pages include a collection of our stories and

experiences told through a variety of mediums. The cover

art is by Berina Verlašević. You’ll also find poetry by Laila

Sumpton, photography by Nick Mincinski, and further

reflections by Asger Steen Pedersen, Lelja Karabeg, Tanja

Mijić, and Janine White.

- Aisha Turner (Leipzig, Germany)

Ceramic flower from Anna Nelson-Daniel’s installation sculpture, ‘One Hundred 
and Two’ (see page 11). 
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After the war, one woman returned to her home in Kevljani where she had raised her four sons. One of her sons was killed in the Omarska camp

during the war. In 2004, one of the largest mass graves in BiH was found next to her house in this field. Her son was among the 456 bodies of

Bosniaks and Croats found in the grave. She continues to live next to the field.



This is the Trnopolje elementary school that served as a detention camp in the summer of 1992. One of the guards now owns a local convenience
store in the neighboring village. Some of his customers are people that he kept captive. They told us that they frequent his shop because it is closer
and cheaper than the other stores.
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The older generation can still remember living together with people from different ethnicities in one community. The younger generation in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina has no living memory of this unity. For them, the divide has always been there; division is now the norm. 



On the 31st of May 2012, one man stood in this square to mark the 20th anniversary of the attack on the non-Serbs civilians in Prijedor, after failing to

receive approval from local authorities for holding a commemoration. Two years later hundreds of people joined him to walk to the main square in

Prijedor and stand in silence as 102 white roses are laid for 102 children who died in the attack. This year police were present to protect the peaceful

demonstration.
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Some people came from far away to support the White Armband Day. For
one Bosnian woman, who fled to Sweden during the war, this was the first
time back in 20 years. She did not wear a white armband. When I asked
her why not, she replied, “I wore that ribbon for more than a lifetime. I’m
not putting it on again”.

- Asger Steen Pedersen (Copenhagen, Denmark)



Anna Nelson-Daniel (London, England)

On Saturday, 31 May 2014 Humanity in Action senior fellows,

international human rights activists, local citizens, and former

Bosnian Displaced Persons gathered for White Armband Day,

marching in rows toward Prijedor’s public square, Trg Zorana Karlice.

Event leaders distributed pamphlets requesting the support of citizens

to petition for the construction of a memorial honoring the 102 non-

Serb children from Prijedor killed during the 1992-1995 war. White

roses were then placed in a circle along the cobblestone, marking the

proposed location for the memorial. The names and ages of the

children who would be remembered were attached on white slips of

paper to the stems of the flowers.

This temporary act to draw attention to victims of ethnic cleansing

provided Bosnian citizens the opportunity to sign a document to

illustrate shared support for the construction of a memorial in their

honor. Two lines were organized in the square, one for citizens from

Prijedor and one for Bosnian citizens living outside the town. Once

1000 signatures were acquired, the petition would then be submitted

to the local authorities for further consideration.

After participating in the procession, I questioned ways that I could

combine my roles as artist and activist to spread awareness and

provide a platform for discussion. As an outside, international

observer I created an art installation that would reflect on the role art

objects play in promoting beauty in times of tragedy. I created one

hundred and two lifelike ceramic roses. The white roses are each

handmade drawing attention to details that emphasize their symbolic

fragility.

As part of the Chelsea College postgraduate degree exhibition in

London, the roses were situated on steel rods fixed throughout the

grass square on the Parade Ground opposite the Tate Britain. Each

evening, I removed the roses and redistributed them the following

morning. Viewers passed through the grounds, looking closely at the

detailed objects.

One Hundred and Two
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Public audiences and Chelsea College staff alike voiced an appreciation for the installation. Comments about the work floated throughout the
Twittersphere connecting Humanity in Action with Chelsea College of Art and audiences around London. A professor specializing in Bosnian
memorials noted the striking distinction between traditional memorials and the symbolic language of these roses. We discussed whether the roses
would be destroyed if they were displayed in public areas of Prijedor. One Hundred and Two not only acted as a tool for remembrance but addressed
the resonating conflict and oppression that remains in this town rippling from White Armband Day.



Pretty Village
The Documentary

“You never think your teachers and classmates will become your

killers. When it happens to you, how do you learn to live again and

rebuild your life in the face of denial and indifference?”

In spring 1991, the village of Kevljani was indistinguishable from

the scores of other villages in the rolling green hills that run

alongside the Bosnian border with Croatia. It was a place

dominated by young energetic people who had so many dreams

about the future: to experience new loves, for girls and boys to

meet, to visit far off places, and then to establish a family and

settle down, grow old and die gracefully in old age. For most

Kevljani residents this is where life began and this is where it

ended. One of its residents was a young man called Kemal

Pervanić.

Fast-forward twelve months and this future no longer existed.

Homes were destroyed, lives shattered and the inhabitants of

Kevljani were no longer in charge of their destiny. Their lives now

belonged to their Serb neighbors who rounded them up into hastily

constructed concentration camps, set up in nearby schools and

factories. Very soon neighbors started to settle old scores, and

Kemal was to be interrogated and tortured by former schoolmates

and teachers inside the notorious Omarska concentration camp.

Kemal and his brother Kasim were lucky to survive this orgy of

violence: scores of others, including many of their neighbors and

relatives, were not.

As the Western media and governments began to catch up with

events in the rapidly dissolving former Yugoslavia, the people of

Kevljani were scattered across four continents. The pull of their

village was strong, however. Since the war, small bands of

survivors have returned.

Among them is Kemal. As he helps his brother to rebuild their home

he searches for his former teacher and torturer and two mass graves

are discovered in the village, revealing the fate of more than 600 of

those who were killed and disappeared in the Omarska camp, many

of them former Kevljani residents.

Along the way friends and neighbors tell their stories of war and

survival while the search goes on for over a thousand missing family

and friends. What emerges is not so much a desire for revenge but

deep nostalgia for the time before the war when both communities

lived in peace, along with longing for things to be as they once were.

Pretty Village is more than a film about one Bosnian village. Its

stories can be universally recognized in any society torn apart with

conflict. This film poses the question: are peace and reconciliation

ever possible in such an unbalanced society where the criminals are

regarded as heroes in their community?
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The names on a monument represent facing the past, because we have to admit the facts that war occurred and that it created victims. As soon we 
do that we will make progress in the future, and that is a step towards solving the problem of unemployment. The rose presents hope for the future 
and political changes in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Changes are needed if we want a better tomorrow for the entire nation, and only people in BiH can 
make those changes. That is the key for the situation in our country. People shouldn’t listen to everything that politicians say. They have to think 
with their own heads. I sincerely hope that we will make a better future for our country.

- Tanja Mijić (Prijedor, Bosnia and Herzegovina)



Stories seem to create a space for the 
commemoration that our academic discussions and 
recitation of facts can’t.

Without a telling of oral histories, the focus 
on community is lost. Whether it’s taking part in an 
oral history project, or talking to a documentary 
crew, or marching for a memorial to honor a town’s 
lost children, people need to feel 
that their pain is acknowledged, that 
their memories are safe, and that 
their stories are heard.

- Aisha Turner
(Leipzig, Germany)



Schoolchildren play in front of Mrakovica Memorial, dedicated to the World War II Battle of Kozara, near Prijedor.



Words alone fall short of reaching the desired ears. Using 
artistic methods, such as performance, puppetry,

sculpture, dance, etc., has the ability to convey 
a message with more clarity and impact.

Through art, the target audience may feel more comfortable 
interacting with the chosen medium before entering 

into a verbal discussion. Further, a sculpture, 
performance, painting, or photo can 

leave a lasting impacting on 
spectators long after 

the event. 

- Karina Goulordava
(Beirut, Lebanon)



Acknowledging the past can not only provide a context to understand current issues, but this process can also inspire action to build a more peaceful 
future. I wonder if community activism can encourage young people to ask questions at home to better understand family trauma, and if it can also 
put pressure on politicians to acknowledge crimes at the national level. Young people seem to play a vital role in promoting peacebuilding – both 
through their efforts to come to terms with the past and to engage people in working towards a shared future.

- Janine White (New York, USA)



I came to BiH having worked with
two organizations in Lebanon that
use the arts as a skill, as a tool and
as entertainment, for bringing
together diverse groups of people. My
work includes Creative Space Beirut
(CSB), a free school for fashion
design, which enrolls students from
low socio-economic backgrounds
within Lebanon. My second job is with
the Arab Puppet Theatre Foundation
(APTF), combining puppetry with new
disciplines such as human rights,
mental health, and refugee
experiences. Lebanon is similar to BiH
as an ethnically and religiously
diverse country that has a painful
civil war past. Although realizing the
many differences between the two
countries, I believe recognizing the
similarities and comparisons in the
histories and present day
reconciliation efforts would inform
and benefit my own work in Lebanon.

During the workshop in Kevljani and
the Prijedor area, our group of
Bosnian and international participants
gathered to learn from one another.
Local artists shared how theatre,
painting, sculpture, and film have
sowed the seeds for reconciliation
and understanding. I was asked to
describe the work of the CSB and

APTF, which parallels various
initiatives occurring in BiH. The
exchange of knowledge and
experiences over the course of the
workshop has both tremendously
enriched my understanding of the
region as well as my own work in
Lebanon.

Two particular examples stand out.
First, I enjoyed learning about Most
Mira’s work in promoting
understanding and tolerance between
young people through collaborative
and participatory arts projects. Its
annual youth festival does not focus
on politics but rather brings youth
together in theatre productions,
photography workshops, and other
artistic and recreational activities.
This initiative helped me realize that
often we must simply bring people
together, allow them to make
connections and build friendships.
Outright political discussions are
often too divisive and are only
possible after the establishment of
friendships and mutual
understanding.

Secondly, I was truly inspired by the
work of Ars Kozara, an artist
collective that creates artistic works
within Kozara National Park. Our
group visited their interactive outdoor
gallery and viewed the various works
created by local and international
artists from materials found within
the forest. The initiative adds a
beautiful element to the public space,
brings together diverse artists in BiH,
and allows a space for creative
expression.

It is my hope that the local Bosnian
participants and artists were inspired
and informed by the work I
described, as much as I was by their
own experiences and projects.

- Karina Goulordava
(Beirut, Lebanon)
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Peacebuilding is necessary precisely 
where it is not convenient.

It is necessary where there are not lots 
of NGOs, but in the hard places where 

activists are persistent and dedicated to 
everyday peacebuilding.

- Nick Micinski
(New York, USA)



The latest floods, caused by heavy rains, damaged roads, bridges, and hundreds of homes in central and northern BiH. In May 2014 it started to 
rain. There was nothing unusual about that, but after a couple of days the rain didn't stop. Nobody expected the severe flooding. When the water 
rose people were scared, but we never before had such intense floods, so nobody even thought about that.
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We had no electricity – no internet, no phones, no television. We had no idea what was happening. I heard my mom say how that reminded her of
the war. Although the floods are a terrible thing, I enjoyed watching people helping each other. Nobody asked you about your name, religion, or
where are you from. People just wanted to help you, no matter what. That gave me some hope that this country maybe has a chance for a change,
for a better future.
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This question made me think about what connects me with Bosnia. 
A lot of people said things like war, destruction, unemployment etc.
I agree with all these things but it feels bad that 
people think of these things when they
think of my country. 

Bosnia is more than those words.

- Lejla Karabeg (Sanski Most, Bosnia and Herzegovina)

What five things 
come to your mind 
when you hear the 
word BOSNIA?





and when the litter man finally

swept their identity away,

along with cigarette swarms,

blank papers, and endless lottery cards

did he pause, pray, tut

or just blankly unclutter the paving stones?  

The fear of their future memory

will line the bins

until they have their monument

whilst truth and blame battlegrounds

live in history books and graffiti feuds

where success is measured

in less swastikas, less ‘nema mira’,

less activist defamation at the mayor’s command-

who called the memorial march

a ‘gay parade’ to scare supporters,

then banned it- only to see it double

and the protester stay.

Spiritual thumb wars continue

between spire and minaret, 

and planners outbid each other

for the most profound granite

for their fallen soldiers, their innocent dead.

The hunt for the missing continues, 

and the masters lost behind beards,

badges, desks and friends.

Here you bump into torturers

in the cheese aisle,

rarely see them in jail.

Time corrodes evidence-

too many stories unfinished

as survivors fade early

and children learn too late

what was lost before the war begun,

what could be built again-

but we assemble flowers

smooth out the names:

Dženanović Ajdin, 8

Karagić Samir, 17

Bešić Kemal, 15

Matanović Goran

Jer me se tiče.

Jer me se tiče.

-Laila Sumpton

(London, England)

White Armband Day 
Prijedor,  31st May 2014

Peace is when your enemies are buried

when you harvest their crops

see new grasses grow in machine tumbled fields

whose secrets rise in the floods-

the worst in 120 years,

making mines shift

onto paths in quiet towns-

more sheep than people now

and no one to shear, so they burn wool.

For a while, the river took back land,

washed away village borders

whilst stagnant state coffers forced fresh words

between people who once only met to fight.

Peace is when the Muslim pizza van

delivers blankets to a submerged Serb village,

when all march for all lost children,

when we who were too small

to know war tear one white t-shirt

into twelve armbands with teeth not scissors

and tie each others’ bandage banner

on May 31st we were a fleet

sailing down the high street together

past slow coffee drinkers

unsure whether to laugh

or hide themselves 

behind the official story.

Local protesters only wrapped their bands

when the buses rolled in

from Mostar, Zenica, Sarajevo-

then we held the Prijedor square

and for days the roses remained

a white circle unbroken,

a rose for every child,



Participants and Organizers: Karina Gourlordava, Lelja Karabeg,

Nick Micinski, Tanja Mijić, Anna Nelson-Daniel, Asger Steen

Pedersen, Kemal Pervanić, Laila Sumpton, Aisha Turner,

Berina Verlašević, Janine White

Report graphic design by Nick Micinski and Alex Hill.

The Project on Peacebuilding (PoP) is an action project that brings

together Humanity in Action fellows, human rights activists, and artists

for workshops on art, activism, and peacebuilding in Bosnia and

Herzegovina. PoP is a cooperation between two human rights

organizations: Humanity in Action and Most Mira.

Humanity in Action is an international nonprofit organization

headquartered in New York City with offices in Germany, The

Netherlands, France, Denmark, Poland, and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The organization’s aim is to educate students and young professionals

about human rights issues of global concern. Its flagship summer

academy program brings together American and European university

students to focus on minority rights issues such as discrimination and

immigration. These month-long programs are currently hosted in Berlin,

Amsterdam, Paris, Copenhagen, and Warsaw, and encourage both

human rights education and local activism.

Most Mira conducts art projects for children in the Prijedor area.

Founded in 2005 with a name that means “Bridge of Peace” in Bosnian,

Most Mira works with children of diverse backgrounds towards a

common goal, such as hosting a youth festival, putting on a school

play, or painting a community center. Kemal Pervanić, one of the

participants in the Project on Peacebuilding, is one of the organization’s

founders.

Learn more on our blog: http://hiapeacebuilding.wordpress.com.


